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This book contains a detailed history of American funeral vehicles from 1883-2003. I personally own Thomas
A. McPherson 1973 black book and I think American Funeral Vehicles 1883--2003 by Walter McCall is the
new black book and is an excellent addition to anyone's collection. This book is becoming hard to get so get it
while you can.
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while you can.
Get this from a library! American funeral vehicles, 1883-2003 : an illustrated history. [Walter M P McCall]
an illustrated history Mccall Walter M.p. Più di 300 fotografie per ritrarre questi particolari veicoli di
produzione americana: dai modelli base a quelli più elaborati.Vengono tratte marche come: Henney, Eureka, A.
J. Miller, Superior, Barnette, Economy, Memphian e molti altri.
The most complete, in-depth book on hearses and funeral cars ever! Beginning with horse drawn, highly ornate
hearses up to today's motorized vehicles, this book takes you through the complete history of 20th Century
hearses.
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Books about American Cars Here is an alphabetical list of books about American highway automobiles, both
modern, classic, vintage, and antique, and selected other American highway motor vehicles, automotive history
& collectibles, and some auto industry and repair & how-to titles, compiled by a librarian, that are currently
available.
American Funeral Vehicles: 1883-2003 - Walter McCall ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
In "The Irish Famine: An Illustrated History Helen Litton succinctly deals with the Great Famine with clarity
and compassion. With quotes from first-hand accounts, and information from numerous studies and sources,
both sides of the tragedy are exposed.
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